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Vegas Baby!
(2 min. read)

 
Put Down the Itinerary

This week’s adventure was epic, to say the least. The last time we went to Las Vegas, we had an 
interesting experience. I have not been super excited to go back, but the opportunity reared its head 
again.
 
As I write this, I am on a plane returning to Minnesota after another amazing, exhausting trip. I have 
always been the ‘planner.’ I like to have an itinerary, but this leaves little to chance and zero
spontaneity. A few years ago after being late to some trade shows and having weird problems crop up 
along the way, I decided to give up the power.

I can’t remember when I gave it up, but I am never going back. 10 years ago, I would have been the 
lady at the airport with the file folder and itinerary on the trip, stressed and fearing I forgot something. 
Not anymore. I am the one making small talk with the others in line and trying to make the TSA agents 
day. You know what? I like the current version of myself way better. I’m sure my traveling buddies like 
me way better too! 

My current expectations of a work trip or a vacation involve enjoying everything that comes my way 
and getting home safely. That’s it. I have had so many cool and crazy experiences when I made it a 
priority to have fun. Isn’t that really the point? Why would you not want to enjoy every moment? Even 
when we get stuck in traffic and almost miss our flight home or the
airline loses the entire plane’s luggage on a three-day flight… we
had so much fun! These are the stories we remember.
 
Every day is an opportunity to have a once in a lifetime
experience. How many times have you remembered when
everything went perfectly? Never. How many times have you
reminisced when something went seriously wrong but turned out
to be an awesome experience? Over and over again. Kris and I
have had so many things gone awry which all led to friendships,
VIP passes to a PBR event and getting a ride from firefighters into
the basement of Cowboy Stadium during the American Rodeo
(just a few examples.) We would have never had these
experiences, had things gone as planned.

Long story, short. I just left Vegas after being awake for 24 hours,
watching the final round of the NFR, eating raw oysters, being part
of a great Cowgirl Church, and witnessing the retirement of a
rodeo great. As Travis Tritt sang, “It’s a great day to be alive.” 

If you are constantly trying to control the schedule or
planning what happens next, you might just miss the
opportunities in front of you. And that would be tragic.


